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Executive Summary
The New Hampshire Estuaries Project contracted with the Center for Land
Conservation Assistance, a program of the Society for the Protection of New
Hampshire Forest, to provide targeted education activities and technical support
to increase the capacity of conservation groups in the New Hampshire seacoast
area to achieve permanent land conservation. The target audiences were the
five land trusts and two county conservation districts serving the NHEP area,
municipal conservation commissions and open space committees, municipal and
land use attorneys, and real estate professionals.
CLCA provided 15 public educational and training events, as well a numerous
individual consultations, that reached some 350 seacoast area people coming
from at least 27 of the 42 area towns. Over the course of the project, land trusts
and towns accomplished permanent conservation of nearly 2500 acres of land.
Towns voted to allocate close to $6 million to additional land conservation.
The project was highly successful, but ongoing education and support are
needed to assist conservation activists in these communities in continuing their
efforts.
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Introduction
New Hampshire is by far the fasted growing state in New England and the entire
northeast. The southeastern corner of New Hampshire, the area served by the
New Hampshire Estuaries Project, is one of the fastest growing parts of the state.
Over the past few years, area residents have been alarmed by the impact of all
the growth on the natural resources that they love and that define the character
of the communities of the area.
The alarm has been manifested by a growing interest in land conservation
activities. There are now five local or regional land trusts working in the area,
three of them quite new, and conservation commissions throughout the area are
increasing their level of activity.
The Center for Land Conservation Assistance and the Society for the Protection
of New Hampshire Forests proposed that the New Hampshire Estuaries Project
provide funding support to allow them to present a number of educational
programs to the conservation activists in the NHEP service area.
The Society for the Protection of New Hampshire Forests is the state’s oldest,
largest and strongest land trust. The Center for Land Conservation Assistance is
a new program that has been created by land trusts and other land conservation
interests all across the state to provide information, education, networking and
other forms of assistance to the land trust community, municipal conservation
groups and landowners. CLCA is a program of the Forest Society.
The land trust community understands the importance of good land use planning
and decision making the New Hampshire communities. But we also believe that
the most effective permanent land protection is achieved through the voluntary
techniques of acquisition through fee simple and conservation easement. .
CLCA seeks to raise the level of professionalism in land conservation transactions and
stewardship among all land conservation groups in the state, and to ensure that land
conservation and stewardship needs are met competently and professionally in all areas
of the state. We envision a New Hampshire where each community has access to a
well-functioning regional land trust to assist with local land conservation projects, and
where each land protection project is accomplished and permanently maintained
following the best standards.

The project described in this report was part of our long term strategy to
accomplish this vision, and was carried out by SPNHF/CLCA and other partners
between April 2004 and June 2005.
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Project Goals and Objectives
The major goal of the “CLCA 2004 Land Conservation Technical Assistance”
project was to increase the capacity of conservation groups in the New
Hampshire seacoast area to achieve permanent land protection.
This primary goal relates to NHEP Management Plan Action LND-15, Support
land conservation efforts in shoreland areas. This is highlighted as a “highest
priority” action item. This project also helps to meet the NHEP Management Plan
Action LND-29 “Provide technical assistance in land protection and management
to regional land trusts and municipal conservation commissions,” a high priority
action item.
The objectives of this project were to provide a variety of targeted education and
technical support to several important audiences involved with land conservation
in the seacoast area. Our target audiences were the five land trusts and two
county conservation districts serving the NHEP area, municipal conservation
commissions and open space committee, municipal and land use attorneys, and
real estate professionals.

Activities
The objectives of the project were to be met through six work tasks: Project
Coordination and Administration; Provide Assistance to Land Trusts; Conduct
Easement Creation and Stewardship Workshop; Conduct Conservation Options
and Easement Workshops, Conduct Conservation Easement Drafting Workshop
for Attorneys and Conduct a Seminar on Financial Benefits of Conservation
Options for Real Estate Professionals.
Project Coordination and Administration
CLCA has administered and coordinated this project, providing written interim
reports in July of 2004 and June of 2005, and oral updates as requested between
those dates. Work on this project has been carried out with a revised time frame
and a different mix of staff participation than originally conceived because CLCA
was without a person filling the position of Technical Specialist from September
2004 through March 2005, and when the project was designed, the Technical
Specialist was expected to do much of the work on this project.
Provide Assistance to Land Trusts
CLCA and SPNHF have provided substantial assistance to the five land trusts
that work in the New Hampshire estuaries area, Bear-Paw Regional Greenways,
Moose Mountains Regional Greenways, Rockingham Land Trust, Seacoast Land
Trust and Strafford Rivers Conservancy, as well as modest assistance to the two
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county conservation organizations, Rockingham County Conservation District
and Strafford County Conservation District.
The assistance provided to each land trust does not always match what was
anticipated at the time the project was designed, because the land trusts grow
and change and have different perceptions of their needs. We believe that
assistance provided to the communities within the service area of each land trust
benefits the land trust, as it increases the interest in and understanding of land
conservation options. CLCA regularly makes referrals to the land trusts when it
responds to questions and requests for assistance from their service area.
Assistance to Bear Paw Regional Greenways has included:
• CLCA Specislist met with new Executive director in May 2005 to discuss
building membership program and data base, communication and
outreach to landowners, funding sources, and event planning
• Provided support for town of Deerfield as the conservation proponents
considered whether or not to put a bond for land conservation on the ballot
for town meeting 2005 or not. SPNHF/CLCA provided advice, hosted and
attended meetings, provided a fiscal analysis. The specific project that the
proposed town money will support is a joint effort between BPRG and the
town. The invitation to the meeting and CLCA notes for the discussion are
in the appendix.
• Presented The Dollars and Sense of Saving Special Places for Candia
conservation commission in support of possible municipal funding for open
space. The attendance list is in the appendix.
• Help with formulating policy for project selection
• Sent postcards telling Forest Society members in Candia about warrant
article for land conservation at their town meeting to voters
• Providing added visibility and credibility with member towns by cosponsorship and introduction at workshops
• $6000 in NHEP transaction grants assistance for 2 projects (Notes:
transaction grant money and time are not included in the budget for this
project.)
• Provided 20 free copies of Conserving Your Land – Options for New
Hampshire Landowners
Assistance to Moose Mountains Regional Greenways has included:
• Advice and assistance on several specific topics including fund raising,
mailing, conservation easements and setting priorities, landowner contact,
information sources and farmland protection
• Before the period of this contract, MMRG has started work on a very large,
complex and expensive project to protect some 2000 acres in Strafford
County. Even with assistance from SPNHF and CLCA, MMRG eventually
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•

found to be outside its capacity as a small but growing organization. As
an example of the complexity, the project was begun in 2001 and may be
completed by 2005, and the land has changed owners during the
negotiations. The Forest Society has undertaken management of the
project, while maintaining MMRG involvement. Through this project,
MMRG is able to observe and participate in complex landowner
negotiations, securing of appropriate appraisal, project-based fund raising
and organizing expressions of community support. See story in Summer
2005 Forest Notes, p. 7, found in rear pocket of report.
Provided 25 free copies of Conserving Your Land – Options for New
Hampshire Landowners

Assistance to Rockingham Land Trust has included:
• Technical Assistance with conservation easement language and
monitoring, co-holding conservation easements, and development of
volunteer conservation easement monitoring program.
• Extensive support for municipal open space bond proposals in Fremont,
including meeting with local organizers to discuss strategy, information
about cost of community services studies, get-out-the-vote post cards to
SPNHF members and information sheet for town meeting. See Summer
2005 Forest Notes, pp 5-7, found in rear pocket of report
• Assist in development of an ongoing large complex project that SPNHF
had previously investigated and for which RLT has mounted a major
publicity and fund raising campaign. A copy of the information sheet is in
the appendix.
• Facilitated invitation of a member of the RLT Board of Directors to speak
to conservation commissions in the upper Connecticut River Valley
• Provided $17,469 in NHEP transaction grant assistance for 5 projects in
Brentwood and 3 projects in Newmarket (Note: transaction grant money
and time are not included in the budget for this project.)
• Provided referral for potential project on Hampstead/Derry and conducted
preliminary meeting with local organizers because RLT was unable to do
so in timely manner. Attendance list for that meeting is in the appendix.
• Community preview of The Dollars and Sense of Saving Special Places in
Chester
• Get-out-the-vote postcards to SPNHF members on Hampton for
conservation funding initiative
• Provided scholarship funds allowing Stewardship Coordinator to attend
LTA Rally in Providence
• Information about new transaction grants
• Provided 100 free copies of Conserving Your Land – Options for New
Hampshire Landowners
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•

Follow-up on strategic planning activity that CLCA facilitated in December
2003

Assistance to Seacoast Land Trust has included:
• Technical assistance with a land protection project (xxx), with setting
priorities for land protection projects and requests for assistance, option to
purchase, membership recruitment, board involvement in fund raising,
baseline and document storage and use of volunteers to monitor
easements
• Provided information, support and encouragement to Rye Conservation
Commission about the importance of using qualified appraiser for
appraisals for conservation acquisition
• Provided background information and discussion to support development
of stewardship funding policy. The policy is in the appendix.
• Provided scholarship assistance that allowed Executive Director to attend
Land Trust Alliance Rally in Providence in October
• Provided board president with information about economic value of open
space for letter to editor of local newspaper to refute anti-conservation
piece in news paper. The text of the letter is in the appendix.
• Met with Land Protection committee to discuss volunteer conservation
easement monitors, recruitment and training, document policy and
procedures. List of participants is in the appendix.
• CLCA contracted with RLT to organize the seminar on conservation
options for real estate professionals, providing RLT with a modest amount
of income and a good way to increase its visibility with an important group
in its service area
• Provided 50 free copies of Conserving Your Land – Options for New
Hampshire Landowners
Assistance to Strafford Rivers Conservancy has included:
• Assistance in developing a conservation easement stewardship funding
policy. The board is working on other policy documents, and wants to
make sure they all complement each other before making them public.
• Help in setting priorities for requested assistance
• Information and technical assistance on topics of transaction grants,
qualified appraisers, Jenness Farm conservation project, conservation
easement amendment policies, water supply and public access elements
of conservation easements
• Assist Barrington with municipal funding initiative through discussions and
get-out-the-vote post cards and later with plans for how to spend the
money that was approved. Agenda and attendance for the follow-up
meeting are in the appendix.
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Provided Dover open lands committee with detailed information about
current use, subdivision of conservation lands and public access on
conservation easements
Provided Lee Open Space Coordinator with information about town
funding, transaction grants, tax implications of Rally scholarship, for
master plan update, donations to conservation fund, and scholarship to
allow her to attend LTA Rally in Providence
Information to Rochester about funding sources for farm conservation and
expert land conservation planning consultants
Assist with Rollinsford conservation funding initiative by sending get-outthe-vote postcard to SPNHF members and providing fact sheet about
growth and conservation for use at town meeting. The Rollinsford fact
sheet is in the appendix.
Meet with Madbury conservation commission about municipal funding for
land conservation, and provide referrals and follow-up information
SRC and SPNHF co-hosted meeting to show new SPNHF natural
resource co-occurrence maps and conservation priorities to municipal
board members for Barrington, Lee, Dover, Durham and Madbury
Provided $30,150 in transaction assistance grants for 2 SRC projects and
9 town of Lee projects (Note; transaction grant money and time are not
included in the budget for this project.)
Provided 30 free copies of Conserving Your Land – Options for New
Hampshire Landowners
Follow up on strategic planning event that took CLCA conducted in
October 2003

Conserving Your Land – Options for New Hampshire Landowners was published
in mid-April 2004. The book is the first updated guide to land conservation
options specifically for New Hampshire landowners to be produced since the
1980s. It provides a description of all of the popular options for land conservation
currently being used in the state, plus information about the possible income and
estate tax benefits of conservation donations. Each land trust in the state,
including the 5 in the seacoast area, was provided with enough free copies of the
books to provide one to each landowner they worked with for a year.
Each of these five land trusts also benefited from being invited to co-sponsor the
workshops on conservation options. Their board or staff members present were
introduced at each meeting, and allowed to speak briefly about their mission and
activities, giving them added visibility and credibility. SPNHF also hosted a
meeting to present new natural resource co-occurrence maps and SPNHF land
protection priorities in the area to all of these land trusts. The meeting was held
in Portsmouth and was attended by representatives from each of the five the land
trusts.
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In addition, each of the land trusts was invited to attend meetings of the New
Hampshire Land Conservation Coalition in June 2004 and June 2005.
Topics presented and discussed in 2004 included wetlands mitigation easements
and NH DES policies; Municipal/land trust cooperation, including the question:
Are we as a conservation community meeting the needs of towns that have
passed funding for land conservation?, and Municipal Funding/Holding Real
Estate Interests, focused on the question: If a town contributes funding to
purchase land or a conservation easement to be held by a land trust, must the
town hold a real estate interest in the property? The 2004 meeting was attended
by 30+ people, including 5 conservation staff members and 4 land trust and town
volunteers from the estuaries area. Agenda for the meeting is included in the
appendix.
The June 2005 meeting was attended by about 65 people, including 6 staff from
estuaries area land trusts, conservation districts and town conservation specialist
conservation groups and 5 others affiliated with land conservation activities in the
NHEP service area. Topics presented and discussed at this meeting included:
Ethical, Legal and IRS Issues in Accepting Gifts of Land or Easements;
Managing Projects with Multiple Public Funds; update on NH DES In-Lieu-Fee
Wetland Mitigation Program; update on LCHIP and federal funding sources; and
update on Federal Senate Finance Committee discussions about land trusts.
Agenda for the meeting is included in the appendix.
County Conservation Districts in both Rockingham and Strafford Counties
provide land-trust-like services to the communities in their counties.
CLCA/SPNHF has provided some support for these groups as well. Both
groups participated in projects that received transaction assistance funds. In
addition, CLCA provided technical assistance to RCCD on the topics of mitigation
easements, municipal attorneys and town interests in protected lands, and a
scholarship that allowed the RCCD Easement Stewardship Manager to attend
the LTA Rally.
All of the land trusts and other known conservation activists in the seacoast area
were invited to the annual New Hampshire Land Conservation Conferences in
April of 2004 and 2005. At the 2004 event, 35 workshops were offered and
participants included 5 staff members from seacoast area land trusts,
conservation districts plus 42 others from seacoast area communities. In 2005
the conference included 30+ workshops and was attended by seven staff
members from the five area land trusts and the two county conservation districts,
as well as 47 other volunteers and professionals affiliated with those groups and
the communities within the NHEP service area. Conference agendas for both
years are included in the appendix.
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Staff and volunteers from all of these organizations are also included in the
mailing list of the CLCA e-newsletter, which was distributed twice during the
duration of this grant.
Conduct Easement Creation and Stewardship Workshop
Staff and volunteers from the 5 area land trusts and 2 county conservation
districts were invited to attend the statewide land conservation conferences each
year. Many of them were able to attend. At those events, participants could
choose what they deemed most useful from the array of workshops CLCA
provided on conservation easement creation, management and stewardship:
How to Get a Good Conservation Easement (2004 & 2005)
Conservation Easement Amendments, Condemnation and Extinguishment
(2004)
Conservation Easement Basics (2004)
Conservation Easement Stewardship Costs and Funding (2004)
Accommodating House Sites and Lots in Conservation Easements (2005)
Historic/Conservation Easements (2004)
ATVs – Drafting Good Easement and Managing Conservation Lands
(2004)
Roundtable: Emerging Issues in Stewardship (2004 & 2005)
Selling Conservation Properties: Legal, Ethical and Financial Issues
(2004)
Conservation Easement Monitoring 101 (2005)
Conservation Easements for Wetland Impact Mitigation
Conservation Connections – Computer Management of Stewardship
(2005)
Conservation Easements for Working Farms (2005)
We do not keep participation lists for each individual workshop at the conference.
The appendix includes brief descriptions of most of the workshops.
At the 2005 conference, each participant was also given information about how
to obtain a copy of the newly revised SPNHF model easement. Of the two
dozen people to request copies of the model easement as of late June 2005, at
least 5 are from the seacoast area.
On August 12, 2005, CLCA is sponsoring (with UNH Cooperative Extension and
others) and is scheduled to teach at a workshop on Conservation Easement
Stewardship and Finding Boundaries. The workshop will provide community
volunteers and others involved in conservation work basic information on
practicing conservation easement stewardship as recommended by the Land
Trust Alliance standards. The workshop will be held in Chester NH. The
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workshop description is included in the appendix. This is part of a series of
summer workshops that CLCA, UNH Cooperative Extension and others are cosponsoring throughout the summer.
Conduct Conservation Options and Easement Workshops
CLCA held two workshops on “Land Conservation Techniques for Municipalities”
in August 2004. Each workshop was sponsored by CLCA and UNH Cooperative
Extension’s Community Conservation Assistance Program and co-sponsored by
Bear-Paw Regional Greenways, Moose Mountains Regional Greenways,
Rockingham Land Trust, Seacoast Land Trust and Strafford Rivers Conservancy.
Based on requests from the co-sponsoring land trusts, the workshop in Exeter
emphasized steps involved in land conservation transactions, while the one in
Farmington emphasized early steps in organizing and implementing municipal
land conservation. .
The workshop invitation was mailed by USPS mailed to several hundred names
from the NHEP and CLCA’s mailing lists. It was also sent electronically to over a
hundred contacts in the area, posted on PlanLink, and included as a “Training
Opportunity” in the July 14, 2004 issue of the CLCA electronic newsletter, which
was sent to 166 recipients all over the state and region. A press release about
the events was issued on July 22, 2004, faxed to 42 media outlets and emailed
to 11 media contacts.
The two workshops were very successful. 43 people attended the Exeter event,
coming from 19 different towns and 18 different groups. In Farmington, 31
people attended, from 10 towns and 17 different groups. The press release, plus
workshop agendas, handouts and attendance lists are included in the appendix.
On June 4, 2004 UNH Cooperative Extension’s Community Conservation
Assistance Program and CLCA held a workshop on “Plans, Land and
Conservation Easement Stewardship”. The 15 participants had a chance to
learn basic Land Trust Alliance standards for conservation easement
stewardship and the importance of baseline documentation of conservation
easements. They spent time in the field, conservation land owned by the town
of Chester with a conservation easement held by the Rockingham County
Conservation District. Participants got to learn or improve their skills with map
and compass, basic aerial photo interpretation and global positioning system
(GPS) navigation. A flyer for the workshop series is found in the appendix.
In addition to the workshops specifically about creating conservation easements
and stewardship topics listed above, the annual land conservation conferences
also included the following workshops on conservation options:
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Basic Conservation Options (2004)
Basic Tax Benefits of Conservation (2004)
Protecting Land Once the Bond is Passed (2004)
Setting Conservation Priorities (2004)
Managing Conservation Transactions from Start to Finish (2004)
Conservation Planning for Small Land Trusts and Conservation
Commissions (2004)
Conservation Planning and Setting Priorities (2005)
GIS Tools for Land Conservation Planning (2004)
Conservation Projects Step by Step (2005)
Smart Growth – Balancing Development and Conservation Initiatives in
NH (2005)
Managing Public Use of Conservation Lands (2005)
We do not keep participation lists for each individual workshop at the conference.
The appendix includes course descriptions for many of the worshops.
Conduct Conservation Easement Drafting Workshop for Attorneys
Between the time that CLCA/SPNHF submitted the proposal for this project and
the time that the contract was finalized and signed, the New Hampshire Bar
Association, following-up on a suggestion from CLCA, hosted a continuing legal
education program on Conservation Easements in January of 2004. The
program provided 4 CLE credits to the attorneys who attended. Paul Doscher,
then SPNHF Senior Director for Land Protection, was one of the faculty
members. The workshop was attended by 83 people, 18 from seacoast area
communities. The event agenda, table of contents (a more detailed description
of the content), Doscher’s PowerPoint and a list of the seacoast area participants
are included in the appendix. Time spent on this event, which took place before
the contract period, is not included in the project budget.
In March of 2005, SPNHF again assisted the New Hampshire Bar Association
with Continuing Legal Education Seminar on Conservation Easements entitled
Enforcement of Conservation Easements. Paul Doscher, SPNHF Vice President
for Land Protection, and Peter Helm, Coordinator of the New Hampshire
Conservation Land Stewardship Program (formerly Land Conservation
Investment Program), and member of the Center for Land Conservation
Assistance Steering Committee, spoke about conservation projects and
conservation easement monitoring issues. Other sections of the program
addressed basic concepts of conservation easements, structure of a
conservation easement deed, and enforcement options when easements are
violated. The workshop was advertised on the New Hampshire Bar Association’s
website under the Continuing Legal Education programs, and offered 2 CLE
credit hours. The workshop was attended by 37 people, of whom 7 were from
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the NHEP service area. Course agenda, Doscher’s PowerPoint and a list of
seacoast area attendees are included in the appendix.
Conduct a Seminar on Financial Benefits of Conservation Options for Real
Estate Professionals
“Tools for Real Estate Professionals: Conservation Transactions and
Conservation Planning – Supplemental Information and Policies” was held on
March 30, 2005, from 8:30 a.m. to 12 noon. It was cosponsored by the Center
for Land Conservation Assistance and the Seacoast Land Trust, with additional
support from Marple and James Realty and Portsmouth Country Club.
The expert presenters were Tom Howard, GRI, licensed New Hampshire real
estate broker and former land protection specialist at the Society for the
Protection of New Hampshire Forests, and Lucia Kittredge of Kapala-Kittedge
Associates, who specializes in assisting families, communities, real estate
professionals and non-profit conservation groups to develop long range land
use plans.
The course was approved for three continuing education credits for New
Hampshire licensed real estate brokers by the New Hampshire Real Estate
Commission. The workshop was held at the Portsmouth Country Club. With
input from the co-sponsor from the local real estate community, the meeting
was designed to follow the format that is customary for educational events for
the real estate community in the seacoast area.
Major topics covered included definition and benefits of conservation easement,
effect of conservation easement on a real estate transaction, strategies for
marketing land with a conservation easement and case studies of transactions
and developments that included conservation components.
The event was well attended, drawing 48 seacoast area real estate
professionals and others interested in the topic. The questions from the
audience allowed clarification of some topics and indicated some clear
understandings of the nuances of conservation transactions.
Course outline and attendance list are included in the appendix.
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Outcomes
Permanent land conservation has become a high priority for the communities in
the New Hampshire seacoast area. Land trusts are growing and increasing their
capacity and communities are allocating large amounts of money to municipal
conservation efforts. Work done through this grant has allowed CLCA and
SPNHF to assist with these efforts by providing training and technical assistance
to the support the local efforts. At the same time, the pressure on land use
continues to increase, and the availability of land donations decreases, making
funding for permanent land conservation an ever-higher priority.
Outcomes of Capacity Building Activities
It is relatively easy to measure and report acres of land permanently protected
and dollars voted for land conservation. It is much harder to measure the impact
of efforts to increase the capacity of organizations and individuals. We can count
the people who have attended workshops or other events, received training or
other services that were conducted under this program, but we can’t count how
much they learned and how that increased their capacity. Here are some of the
counts related to capacity building:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

10 land trust and county conservation district staff and town land
conservation specialists offered information, assistance, guidance, etc
CLCA/SPNHF provided training or assistance to people from 27 of the
NHEP area towns
25 seacoast area attorneys attended conservation easement workshops
32 people attended presentations of The Dollars and Sense of Saving
36 local conservation activists attended meetings with SPNHF/CLCA
Special Places
48 realtors and others attended conservation options for realtors
workshop
101 seacoast area attendees to annual land conservation conference in
2004 and 2005
114 seacoast area workshop attendees

We can postulate that the educational opportunities that we provided to seacoast
area residents through this program helped to increase their capacity to
accomplish permanent land conservation and to boost the understanding of and
support for land conservation in the area, contributing to the positive votes and
successful land conservation projects described below and ongoing.
Much of the fruit of the capacity building of this project will be seen in years to
come: land trust staff and volunteers and local activists who have benefited from
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the trainings we provided will be better able to accomplish more permanent land
conservation activities, area attorneys will be more skilled at the nuances of
conservation transactions, and real estate professionals will be better able to
understand and facilitate land transactions that include a conservation
component.
The most concrete measures of the success of efforts to increase capacity for
permanent land conservation are number of acres protected and number of
dollars made available for land conservation. By both of those measures, the
New Hampshire seacoast area has seen success during the time period covered
by this project.
Acres Protected
The acres the five local and trusts have protected between April 2004 and June
2005 area as follows: BPRG, 230; MMRG, 0; RLT, 14 properties in 12 towns for
687 acres; SLT, 4 projects, 105 acres; and SRC, 3 projects and 45 acres, During
the same time period, SPNHF has protected 323 acres of land in the estuaries
area towns. Total of all these projects is nearly 1400 acres. All of these groups
continue in their efforts and have projects potentially protecting hundreds of
additional acres underway.
.
Table 1
2004 – 2005 permanent land conservation projects
Land Trust
# of projects # of towns
# of acres
BPRG
4
2
230
MMRG
0
0
0
RLT
14
12
687
SLT
4
3
105
SRC
3
3
45
SPNHF
3
4
323
Total
28
24
1390
There is no readily available, systematic record of the acres protected by all of
the towns in the estuaries area during this particular time period. However, the
NHEP transactions grants administered by CLCA provide some insight into
municipal land conservation activities. As shown on the following table, during
the period of this project, those grants leveraged well over 1000 acres of land
protection.
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Table 2
Acres Protected with NHEP Transaction Grants
April 2004 – June 2005
Location
Project
Brentwood
Hull
MacMullen
Nekton
Pratt
Schmalzer
Deerfield (BPRG)
Willoughby
Kensington & Hampton Falls (SPNHF)
Carpenter
Town of Lee
Ellis
Lee/Hartgerink
Maud Jones
McLean
Quigley
Randall/Cox
Schulz/Friedlander
Short
Tuckaway/Cox
Lee & Durham (SRC)
Dunham
Newmarket
Grant Road
Loiselle
Richmond
Rollinsford (SRC)
McCue
Strafford (BPRG)
Brownell
Total

Acres
6
21
32
35
47
28
96
14
10
75
4
35
141
90
10
76
50
163
45
27
40
48
1093

Removing the known duplicates between the two lists, it appears that nearly
2500 acres were protected during this period.
The two country conservation districts assisted with at least three of the projects
on the table above. Strafford County Conservation District assisted Strafford
Rivers Conservancy with the McCue and Brownell projects. Rockingham County
Conservation District assisted with the Pratt project in Brentwood, and is the
holder of the easement on that land.
Dollars Allocated to Land Conservation
Substantial numbers of the seacoast area communities are participating in the
growing statewide trend toward allocating local funds for land conservation.
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The most popular strategy is assigning some or all of the land use change tax
(funds paid to the town when properties are removed from Current Use, New
Hampshire’s preferential tax program) to the conservation fund. Statewide,
about 62% of towns do this. In the seacoast area, participation rate is even
higher, with 31 of the 42 towns, or 74%, of the towns having voted to allocate
between 10 and 100% of that income to their conservation fund. Sandown voted
in 2005 to increase the allocation from 50% to 100%.

Town
Barrington
Candia
Deerfield
Fremont
Hampton
Kingston
Lee
Madbury

Newfields
Rollinsford

Wakefield

Table 3
2005 Municipal Funding for Land Conservation
SPNHF/CLCA
Type of allocation
assistance*
C, M, P
General conservation bond
C, D, P
Appropriation to conservation
fund
C, F, M
Project specific bond
C, F, G, M, P Bond for specific project at
Spruce Swamp
P
Appropriation to conservation
fund
V
Appropriation to conservation
fund
C
Four project specific bonds
C, M
Project specific appropriation
Appropriation to conservation
fund
C, M
Bond for specific project –
Piscassic River with RLT & TPL
G, M
Bond for land for open space,
public recreation or future
municipal facilities
C
Appropriation to conservation
fund

TOTAL
* C = consultation via phone & email with local conservation activists
D = presentation of Dollars and Sense of Saving Special Places
F = fiscal analysis of proposed conservation project
G = town meeting growth information sheet
M = meetings with local conservation activists
P = Get-out-the-vote postcards to SPNHF members
V = SPNHF trustee a local conservation leader
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Amount
$800,000
$200,000
$275,000
$900,000
$150,000
$60,000
$634,200
$200,000
$50,000
$1,500,000
$1,000,000

$100,000
$5,869,200

Municipal bonding for open space is the newly popular source of funding for land
conservation. A seacoast area town, North Hampton, was the very first to
implement the strategy of bonding funds for general land conservation purposes,
in 2001. In 2005, eleven of the communities in the NHEP service area voted to
allocate a substantial $5,869,200 of local funds for land conservation projects.
CLCA/SPNHF provided some level of capacity building and assistance in all of
those communities, as shown in the table above.
2005 was the third year in a row that conservation proponents in Barrington had
attempted to pass a bond for open space. In 2004, a bond for $1,100,000 failed
by 6 votes. SPNHF staff met with the proponents in early September to discuss
strategies for designing, publicizing and accomplishing successful bond
campaigns, and continued to provide support and assistance through the town
meeting. Subsequent to passage of the bond vote, CLCA/SPNHF has taken an
active role in assisting with the design of project selection criteria.
A bond proposal for $3,000,000 failed in Candia in 2004. SPNHF/CLCA
provided the conservation proponents in Candia with ideas about how to
restructure the proposal for success, and the group decided to pursue a more
modest goal for 2005. CLCA was invited to present the newly revised show, The
Dollars and Sense of Saving Special Places, to help increase public awareness
of the impacts of growth and the economic benefits of land saved as open space.
Community conservation activists finally decided to make a more modest request
for funding at town meeting in 2005. Get-out-the-votes post cards to SPNHF
members in Candia may have contributed to the positive vote for a $200,000
appropriation to the conservation fund.
A general purpose conservation bond proposal in Deerfield had failed in 2004, in
spite of being halved on the floor of town meeting to $125,000. SPNHF/CLCA
worked extensively with conservation activists from Deerfield, including members
of the conservation commission, the open space group and the planning board.
Local activists decided to focus the fund raising effort for town meeting 2005 on
conservation of a specific parcel. With SPNHF/CLCA assistance a bond for
$275,000 for a specific project was passed at Deerfield’s 2005 town meeting. It
was one of very few spending articles that passed the very lengthy meeting. This
8 hour meeting may have been the last traditional town meeting in Deerfield,
since they passed a new form of town government (“SB2”) at this election.
Fremont, too had narrowly (by 6 votes) failed to pass a large, $4,000,000 general
purpose bond for conservation in 2004. As detailed above under Activities,
SPNHF/CLCA helped the Fremont conservation activists to reformulate a funding
proposal for 2005 that would be more acceptable to votes. At town meeting in
2005, Fremont voters approved a bond of $900,000 for a specific parcel, while
rejecting a $1,000,000 bond for general open space acquisition. In this case,
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SPNHF is also instrumental in the specific land project that the town voted to
support. The project will protect 338 acres of wetlands and associated uplands.
As mentioned before, the project is described on p. 3 – 7, Summer 2005 Forest
Notes. A copy is found in the back of the hard copy of this report.
In Hampton, where voters approved a $150,000 appropriation to the
conservation fund, SPNHF members received a get-out-the-vote postcard prior
to the town meeting vote.
In Kingston, where voters added $60,000 to the conservation fund (capital
reserve fund for conservation), a co-leader of the informal open space advocacy
group, the Friends of Kingston Open Space is also a member of the SPNHF and
RLT Boards of Trustees.
The town of Lee is unusual in having hired a part time staff person to fill the role
of coordinating the many land conservation projects the town has undertaken.
SPNHF and CLCA staff are in regular contact with that staff person, consulting
on a variety of element of her work, including the four projects for which the town
voted $634,200 at town meeting in 2005.
As described above, CLCA staff met with conservation proponents in Madbury to
discuss conservation funding possibilities, and provided further information and
follow-up referrals. After much consideration, the conservation proponents
presented the town with two requests for conservation funding at town meeting in
2005, both of which passed.
The 2005 town meeting vote in Newfields is for an ambitions project to conserve
about 330 acres land along the Piscassic River that is presently proposed for
sub-division. Rockingham Land Trust is taking the lead on this project, with
support from the Trust for Public Land. SPNHF’s role has been to quietly provide
Rockingham Land Trust with extensive expert advice on ways to structure and
manage such a complex and expensive project, and to respect RLT’s request not
to provide get-out-the-vote postcards or growth fact sheets for town meeting.
The town voted by nearly 9 to 1 in favor of bonding $1,500,000 to support this
project, which has long been a local conservation priority.
Wakefield passed a $100,000 appropriation to their conservation fund at town
meeting in 2005 with assistance from the Moose Mountains Regional
Greenways, and while SPNHF was working with the town to gain an expression
of public support for the Moose Mountain project described above under
Activities.
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Discussion
The conservation needs and capacities of the 42 towns and 5 land trusts in the
New Hampshire seacoast are varied and fluid. Each was at a different point and
had different prospects as this project began. All efforts to build capacity need to
be designed to reach a variety of participants at a variety of levels of interest,
information and expertise.
Similarly, the concerns of small and growing non-profit organizations like the five
land trusts in the seacoast area are also fluid. Between the time that this project
was first proposed to NHEP, August 2003, and the beginning of the contract,
April 2004, some of the land trusts had already accomplished some of the
activities that were proposed in the original grant proposal. For instance, CLCA
facilitated strategic planning events for Strafford Rivers Conservancy in October
of 2003 and for Rockingham Land Trust in December of 2003.
Rockingham Land Trust, the oldest of the organizations, having been started in
1980, with two full time staff members, an Executive Director and a Land
Protection and Stewardship Coordinator. Of the five area land trusts, RLT is
presently best equipped to accomplish projects and is very successful. Seacoast
Land Trust operates with two part time staff members, an Executive Director and
an Outreach/Membership Coordinator. Each of the three other land trusts is
staffed by a single part time Executive Director. Especially for these smaller land
trusts, it is very important that they develop volunteer programs to expand their
capacity to accomplish needed tasks with working members of the Board of
Trustees and other trained volunteers.
Two of the land trusts hired new Executive Directors during the period of this
program. For one group, there was minimal gap in staff coverage, but for the
other, there was a hiatus of 12 months between staff members. CLCA
anticipated providing some assistance to one of the land trust as they sought a
new Executive Director, but offers for that assistance were not accepted. It takes
a certain amount of time for a new staff person to learn enough about the
organization to be able to take advantage of available expertise and learning
opportunities.
Statewide, it is the role of CLCA to help develop the capacity of regional and
local land trusts, which we accomplish in a number of ways including through
providing educational and networking activities and by referring callers from
towns in the land trust’s service area to them for assistance. CLCA also plays a
modest role in providing direct assistance to callers seeking conservation
assistance when it is inappropriate to refer callers to another land trust. All of
these role were performed for the 5 seacoast area land trusts under the terms of
this project.
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Because CLCA/SPNHF has developed some expertise in municipal funding for
land conservation, we have had the opportunity to assist a number of towns in
the seacoast area (and in many other parts of the state) with campaigns to
allocate municipal funds to land conservation. The $5,869,200 voted by the
voters in the 11seacoast area towns at town meeting in 2005 is part of
$24,025,700 that was passed by 32 New Hampshire towns in 2005, and an
astounding $126,000,000 that 70 Hampshire towns have authorized between
2001 and 2005. (The success of municipal funding initiatives for land
conservation stands in stark contrast to the $16,500,000 that the state legislature
authorized for the state’s premier land conservation assistance program between
2001- 2005, and the $1,500,000 the legislature budgeted for that program for
2005-2006.)
We used our observations and analysis from the 2004 municipal conservation
funding initiatives to help guide local decision makers as they designed funding
initiatives for 2005. Some of our observations from 2004:
• Every vote really does count ($13.6 million lost by small margins of 3 to
16 votes in 4 town meetings in 2004)
• Requests for less than a million dollars pass more easily
• Proposals that cost under $100 per capita passed more successfully
than more expensive ones
• Project-specific proposals passed better than general purpose funding
• It appears to be easier to get a positive vote in a traditional town
meeting than in a SB2 town meeting
• Competition with other local spending needs (schools, fire stations,
etc.) can reduce chance of passage
• Recent increases in local property taxes (for any reason) can inhibit
voter support for conservation spending
• Voters want to see a process for selecting projects and spending
money that is clear and fair
• Voters may not want to give Selectmen carte blanche to spend the
funds
Two of the land trusts created and adopted stewardship funding policies during
the time of this project. Both drew on research that CLCA had conducted earlier
in 2004, which collected stewardship funding policies of all of the land trusts in
the state who were willing to share that information. Funding for long-term
stewardship of land protected by conservation easements is an increasingly
important part of the role of a responsible land trust. The publication
Conserving Your Land – Options for New Hampshire Landowners describes it
this way:
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To prepare for long-term expenses of easement stewardship, including both regular
periodic monitoring of the property and potential costs of enforcement and legal defense,
most easement holders maintain a dedicated easement stewardship fund. Conservation
groups seek support for this fund from landowners and other sources to ensure that there
will be adequate money to care for the easement property. A donation to such a fund
may qualify as an income tax deduction for the donor. This fund helps the conservation
group carry out the expectations of the easement donor, in perpetuity. For the easement
holder, financial preparation is a necessity, and seeking financial support is an important
step toward ensuring that the easement

Developing policies for stewardship funding is an important step for Strafford
Rivers Conservancy and Seacoast Land Trust for two different reasons. Back
when SRC was founded in 1989, the costs of accepting responsibility for
conservation easements were rarely taken into consideration. A number of land
trusts that have been in existence for many years have had to revisit that issue
as the costs of overseeing and monitoring multiple easements becomes a more
substantial amount. SRC needed to grow in an understanding that seeking funds
to support permanent stewardship is a legitimate need for the land trust, that
asking landowners for these funds is a reasonable part of landowner
negotiations, even in the case of land that is being donated, and that other
sources for these funds must be sought if the land owner is unable or unwilling to
contribute to this fund.
As a much newer land trust, Seacoast Land Trust came into existence during a
time when the costs of holding land and interest in land was well understood, so
the need for this group is to create a policy that fits with the other policy
documents they are creating and makes financial sense in the reality of one of
the priciest real estate markets in the country.
Because the land trusts in the seacoast area are still expressing concerns about
the level of understanding of conservation easement by municipal attorneys and
selectmen, CLCA is continuing to explore offering workshops similar to the ones
described above at a location in the seacoast area.
CLCA is presently working with boards of realtors and regional land trusts in
three other parts of the state to provide the real estate seminar in those areas as
well. We anticipate keeping the course outline much the same as was presented
in Portsmouth, but also providing a situation where the co-sponsoring regional
land trust can present some examples of conservation/real estate transactions
that have occurred in the local area. Seacoast Land Trust is working with York
Land Trust to present the workshop for real estate professionals again in the
seacoast area, with some additions to the curriculum content.
Overall, permanent land conservation is proceeding apace in the seacoast area
of New Hampshire. In the 42 towns of the NHEP service area, between 1998
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and 2004, 9203 acres were conserved and 1640 acres were developed. Twentynine communities had more land conserved than developed, while 13 had more
acres developed than conserved. However, overall these rapidly growing
communities are still far from achieving the goal of 25% of land in permanent
conservation that was proposed the Forest Society’s 2001 New Hampshire
Everlasting proposal. Only 4 communities already have 20% or more of their
land in permanent conservation, Durham, Exeter, New Castle and Newington.
Twenty-two of the communities have 10% or less of their land in permanent
conservation. These figures are drawn from the data sheets for the Forest
Society’s publication, New Hampshire’s Changing Landscape 2005. A table at
the end of the appendix shows the figures for each of the 42 NHEP area towns.

Conclusions
Land conservation in New Hampshire’s seacoast area in the early 21st century is
a race against time. It has been estimated that in parts of Rockingham and
Strafford County, all of the land will be either developed or conserved within the
next two to three decades.
This project was demonstrably effective, serving as a factor in educating about
350 people about land conservation options, securing nearly $6 million of
municipal funding for land conservation, providing some level of information or
assistance to at least 27 of the 42 area towns, and accomplishing the permanent
protection of nearly 2500 acres of land. NHEP can take pride in having met,
during this time period, NHEP Management Plan Action LND-29 “Provide
technical assistance in land protection and management to regional land trusts
and municipal conservation commissions,” and to have assisted with these
effective programs to build capacity and accomplish permanent land
conservation.
If this level of activity and success continue, NHEP Management Plan Action
LND-15, “Support land conservation efforts in shoreland areas” will continue to
be fulfilled.

Recommendations
There is and will continue to be an ongoing need for education about land
conservation options in the New Hampshire seacoast area. The existing groups
are doing a good job of fulfilling their missions of accomplishing permanent land
conservation more effectively, but support is still needed.
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The recognition of the need for land conservation, and the complexity of projects,
will increase as the development pressure increases and the supply of available
land decreases. As seen just during this project, land trusts bring in new staff
who have differing levels of experience and expertise and need different training
and support. As new municipal officials and conservation activists become
involved, there are opportunities to teach more people more about land
conservation options. The 15 towns in the area that did not participate in any of
these services will one day be ready and eager to learn more and accomplish
more permanent land conservation. There are probably other groups of
professionals who could benefit from knowing more about land conservation
options.
Further funding from a variety of sources is needed to ensure additional
opportunities for education and to support for land conservation activities in the
seacoast area. This need will continue while there are still land conservation
projects to be accomplished. When all the land is either built or conserved, there
will continue to be a very important role in management and stewardship of the
conserved land. That will require somewhat different educational offerings, and
probably more legal support.
SPNHF/CLCA appreciates the opportunity this NHEP project provided for us to
contribute so much needed and well-used assistance to these communities.
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Appendix
Assistance to Land Trusts
Bear-Paw Regional Greenways
Email invitation to informational meeting
CLCA notes for informational meeting
List of those attending Candia Dollars and Sense presentation
MMRG
See page 7, Forest Notes, Summer 2005
RLT
Fremont town meeting information sheet
See pp 5 –7, Forest Notes, Summer 2005 Forest Notes
List of attendees at Hampstead meeting
List of participants and agenda for community preview of Dollars and
Sense in Chester
SLT
Stewardship funding policy
Letter to editor
Attendees at CLCA meeting with land protection committee
SRC
Barrington priority setting meeting agenda and attendance lists
Rollinsford fact sheet
Other service to land trusts
2004 Agenda for New Hampshire Land Conservation Coalition meeting
2005 Coalition agenda and attendance list

2004 Conference Brochure
2005 Conference Brochure
Easement Creation and Stewardship Workshop
Descriptions of the following workshops offered at statewide land
conservation conferences:
How to Get a Good Conservation Easement
Conservation Easement Stewardship Costs and Funding
ATVs – Drafting Good Easement and Managing Conservation
Lands Roundtable: Emerging Issues in Stewardship
Selling Conservation Properties: Legal, Ethical and Financial Issues
Conservation Easement Monitoring 101
Conservation Easements for Wetland Impact Mitigation
Conservation Connections – Computer Management of
Stewardship
Conservation Easements for Working Farms
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2005 summer workshop on Conservation Easement Stewardship and
Finding Boundaries
Conservation Options and Easement Workshops
Land Conservation Techniques for Municipalities
Workshop Invitation
Agenda from Exeter Workshop
Handouts
List of participants
Exeter
Farmington
Press Release
Newspaper coverage
Flyer for summer 2004 workshop series, including “Plans, Land and
Conservation Easement Stewardship”

:

Descriptions of the following workshops offered at statewide land
conservation conferences:
Basic Conservation Options
Basic Tax Benefits of Conservation
Conservation Planning for Small Land Trusts and Conservation
Commissions
Conservation Planning and Setting Priorities
Conservation Projects Step by Step
Smart Growth – Balancing Development and Conservation
Initiatives in NH
Managing Public Use of Conservation Lands

Conservation Easement Drafting Workshop for Attorneys
New Hampshire Bar Association Continuing Legal Education Program
January 9, 2004
Agenda
Table of Contents
Paul Doscher PowerPoint
Seacoast area participants
New Hampshire Bar Association Continuing Legal Education Program,
March 2005
Agenda
Paul Doscher Powerpoint
Seacoast area participants
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Seminar on Financial Benefits of Conservation Options for Real Estate
Professionals
Real Estate Workshop Course Outline
Real Estate Workshop Attendance List

Table 4 Total Conservation and Development in Seacoast Area Municipalities
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E-mail invitation to Deerfield informational meeting
From: Gile Beye [mailto:gilebeye@metrocast.net]
Sent: Friday, October 22, 2004 8:03 AM
To: 'Erick Berglund, Jr.'; Anne.deely@unh.edu; beckyk@tiac.net; 'Brenda Eaves'; ''BrendaJim
Eaves' (E-mail)'; 'Katherine Hartnett [Khartnett@Thejordaninstitute.Org] (E-mail)'; Sara
Callaghan; slim5@earthlink.net; 'Wes Golomb (E-mail)'; 'Andy R at AOL'; 'Andy Robertson (Email)'; 'Erick Berglund (at office)'; 'Judy Muller - h'; 'Judy Muller - w'; 'Rob Mathews (E-mail)';
'Tom Foulkes'; 'Wendy Schorr (E-mail)'; 'Anne Burnett'; 'Bob Davitt'; 'Cynthia Kelsey'; 'Gay
Brearley'; 'Gay Brearley - AOL'; 'Chuck Rose'; 'Lorna Rose'; 'Shannon McMullen'; 'Tom Dunigan';
'Erik Gross (E-mail)'; 'Jeanne Menard'; 'Linda Lee'
Cc: Dijit Taylor; phil.auger@unh.edu
Subject: Conservation Workshop/Educational Meeting

Please join the Deerfield Conservation Commission
and the Deerfield Open Space Committee for a

CONSERVATION WORKSHOP/EDUCATIONAL MEETING
with Dijit Taylor, director of the Center for Land Conservation
Assistance, and Phil Auger, educator and forester with UNH
Extension.
WHEN: Monday October 25, 2004 at 7 PM
WHERE: Deerfield Town Hall, Old Center Road
For more information contact Sara Callaghan at
scallaghan@forestsociety.org or 463-5503.
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Deerfield

October 25, 2004

Meeting with Phil Auger, DT and cons com and OSC
Population 1960 714, 2000 3678, 2005 4060 2025 4980
32,496 acres, 60% in CU (Rockingham county 36%, Merrimack County 53%)
Protected Land Deerfield 16% Rockingham County 11%, Merrimack County 15%, State 24%
100% LUCT since 2001
Questions to get oriented to the community:
How long have cons com & OSC been active?
What are the goals of each?
How do they communicate with each other and other town groups?
What is relationship between cons com & OSC – who does what and how was that
determined? Benefits of working together and separately
Support for land conservation in town leadership (BOS, PB, ZBA) and citizenry
Status of Master Plan
Status of new town planner position
Useful Resources
Achieving Smart Growth in NH
Open Space for NH, A Toolbook of Techniques for the New Millennium
Saving Special Places: Community Funding for Land Conservation
Conserving Your Land: Options for NH Landowners
Conserving the Family Farm
Preserving Rural Character Through Agriculture Resource Kit
“But only acquisition of land or conservation easements on land provide long-term guarantees of
land protection.” From Achieving Smart Growth in NH
Annual Growth cap and Limitations to number of building permits
Requires master plan and capital improvement plan to be in place before it can be
adopted
See OSNH “Phased growth plan p. 50
RSA 674:22 Growth Management, Timing of Development
RSA 674:23 Growth Management; Interim Regulations
Examples of towns using this = Rindge, Weare, Wilton, Harrisville, Londonderry, Bow
Must be logically connected to master plan, capital improvement plan and actual growth pressure
in the community and area – must be “carefully crafted” to reflect goals of the community and to
be able to withstand possible legal challenge
Resources
How to Prevent Sprawl
Fall 1998 Law Lecture Series #3
Bernard Waugh and Chris Northrop
Topic: large lot sizes
Community Growth Management
Video, OSP
Topics: growth management, capital improvement program, land use
regulations, land and easement acquisition
Innovative Controls for Land use Regulations
Audio tape 1996
American Planning Association, www.planning.org/bookstore/
Topic: flexible zoning
Growth Management Principles ad Practices
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1995 Arthur Nelson
American Planning Association www.planning.org/bookstore/
Topics: growth management, urban growth boundaries
Better Not Bigger
1999, Eben Fodor
American Planning Association www.planning.org/bookstore/
Topic: village development
Conservation subdivisions
See Conservation Zoning, p. 44-45 of OSNH
RSA 674:21 Innovative Land Use Controls
Town must adopt a “cluster” ordinance before this type of development can be allowed
Get detailed advice from town counsel, planners or land use attorneys
Randall Arendt
Many towns use this – most have had mixed success
Examples:
The Hills at Crockett Farm, Stratham
Plainfield Prime Farmland ordinance
Riverside Farm Estates, Lee
Mill Rd, Brentwood
Hollis – requires open space design for any subdivision of more than 5 lots
Weare – conservation zone - doubles lot size requirement unless developer used
conservation zoning
PB/ using Master Plan to guide PB decisions
Town zoning
Trails network
Anything currently in place on town held land?
Fund part time conservation planner
Would town pay?
What would this person do that volunteers and BPRG are not able to do now?
Supervised by whom?
To NOT do what?
Not until after town meeting
Identify a few achievable land protection projects
Communications network within community
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Attendees at November 9, 2004 presentation of The Dollars and Sense of Saving
Special Places in Candia
Joe Collette
Joe Miele
Deb Levesque
Jean Martin
Bea Berdhson
3 members of Torrey family
Howard & Marguerite Swain
Dick snow
Tom Offer
Marjorie & Peter Bond
Kim & Ingrid Bird
Nat Torey
Malcolm Higgins
Carla Penfield
Christine Dupere
Patricia Parker
Diane Philbrick
Hope W. Pearson
Ed Fowler
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Hampstead attendance list
April 9, 2005 at home of Nancy Fulmore in Hampstead









Julie Forbes
David Forbes
Danny Driggers
Nancy Fulmore
Tarry Donahue
Alison Donahue
Virginia Clark
John Kelly
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Attendance list at Chester presentation of The Dollars and Sense of Saving
Special Places, October 6, 2004
Erick Berglund
Betsy Kruse
Peter Bond
Ed Fowler
Maurenn Lein
Camilla Lockwood
Andrew Hadik
Linda Wilson
Frank Mitchell - UNH-CE
Amanda Stone - UNH-CE
Dijit Taylor - CLCA
Agenda
Brief introduction
Presentation of new slides and text
Discussion questions
General reactions?
Suggested imporvemetns?
General content
Main points made clearly?
Accuracy?
Credibility?
Anything missing?
Anything extraneous?
Presentation
Format
Training presenters
How to make it easy for them?
What materials will they need?
Specific slides
Content
Appearance/presentation
Summary
Thank participants
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Seacoast Land Trust Stewardship funding policy
POLICY RECOMMENDATION:
SUGGESTED DONATIONS TO SEACOAST LAND TRUST
CONSERVATION EASEMENT STEWARDSHIP FUND
As Primary Easement Holder*
0 to 25 acres $1,250
26 to 50
$1,500
51 to 100
$1,750
101 to 200
$2,250
201 to 300
$2,750
Over 300
$3,500
Existing or
Reserved
House Lots
$1,000 additional donation per house/reserved lot
Other
Reserved Rights
$500 additional donation per reserved right
Public Access
Guaranteed
No additional donation/No credit
Public Owned
Property
No additional donation
As Executory Easement Holder*
0 to 10 acres
$500
11 to 50
$750
Over 50
$1,000
*The Seacoast Land Trust may adjust the requested donation to the Conservation
Easement Stewardship Fund based on other factors, including but not limited to the
complexity of the easement provisions or the circumstances of the property at issue, that
may increase the work load of the Trust or the probability of a future easement violation.
16-Nov-04
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Seacoast Land Trust letter to the editor of the Portsmouth Herald
To the Editor:
Your recent series on tax, zoning, and land use policies brought into sharp focus the contrasting
views of land preservationists on the one hand and pro-development advocates on the other.
While it should be possible for moderates on both sides of the issue to arrive at common points of
agreement, this cannot be achieved without an acceptance of certain demonstrable facts.
Arguments are often advanced that development is the only way to keep taxes under control.
Demographer Peter Francese was quoted as saying that for every 100 residential units that are
prevented through land conservation, $25 to $50 million is effectively taken off the tax rolls.
While this may be true, it is only half of the equation. What he did not note was that national and
state studies have repeatedly and consistently demonstrated that the offsetting municipal costs
associated with residential housing far exceed the tax revenues generated. In contrast, lands in
conservation frequently produce more income than costs, thus affording a net financial benefit.
Such income derives from the various uses to which the lands may be put, such as agricultural,
recreational, or working forests.
There must be some upper limit to physical growth of any sort. But rather than waiting until the
last square inch of open space is paved over in the interest of generating tax revenues and profits
for developers, many Seacoast communities have recognized the intangible, often unquantifiable,
but very real benefits afforded by the protection of open space. Through citizens’ support, they
have issued bonds to allow them to purchase key parcels of undeveloped land that become
available.
Mr. Francese foresees a day when these communities will rue their actions. Perhaps; but does
anyone in Portsmouth wish that our predecessors of a century and more ago had urged
development of Goodwin, Langdon, and Haven Parks? And in more recent times twenty or more
homes in the 193-acre Great Bog came within a hammer’s blow of going up. How many think
that would be a preferable alternative to its now permanently-protected status as a tract that
supports a magnificently diverse (over 350 identified species of plants, birds, and mammals)
array of life forms?
Certainly there are still ways for development to take place in our region without adversely
affecting most of our rather meager supply of remaining open space. But that will not occur
unless those who care about this critical issue make their opinions heard. To fall back on a cliché,
they are not making any more land. While recognizing the property rights of landowners, which
is our bias: towards unbridled development, or towards conservation?
Richard Adams
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Seacoast Land Trust Land Protection Committee Meeting June 13, 2005
David Sanderson
Chad Vanderbeck
Richard Adams
Bob Eaton
Barbara Richter, CLCA
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Barrington Bond Passage Follow-up Meeting Agenda and attendees – June 11, 2005
1. 9:30 am – Marika Wilde: welcome and logistics info (2 min.)
2. Each person introduces him or herself (5 min.)
3. Co-chair Jim Schulz: Why we are here
Introduction of “Facilitator,” Cynthia Copeland (3 min.)
4. Copeland: Overview of proposed process for discussion and decision making. Goals for the
morning. (5 min.)
5. Schulz: Open spaces and land conservation in Barrington and other towns – some basic info
(handouts of (a) the Barrington Natural Resources Inventory; (b) Barrington properties protected
and (c) examples of property of conservation interest. (10min.)
6. John Wallace: The Conservation Fund; Conservation Commission experience and concern (5
min.)
7. Dijit Taylor: Where do we begin? Advice from an expert. What we can learn from those towns
“who have gone before.” (10 min.)
8. 10:10 am – General discussion: how do people feel about the job ahead (20 min.)
9. 10:30 – Jim Schulz: Some specific issues to be addressed by sub-groups (10 min.) :
(A) What guidelines should be used to approve funding out of the bond authorization or
the conservation fund? (See handout example)
(B) How will the work get done? Who will do the time-consuming work involved in
identifying lands, negotiating and helping landowners, and carrying out the steps in the
easement/purchase process? What should be the role of the Land Steward? Should we involve
a land trust?
(C) How will we keep the voters informed, include the voters in the process, and
continue to education people in town with regard to the economic and esthetics value of open
space?
( D) What should be the formal decision making process used to authorize expenditures
of money out of the bond authorization? (See handout example)
Creation of groups (10 min.)
BREAK (10 min.)
10. 10:50am – Break up into groups to discuss specific questions and bring back
recommendations and proposals (40 min.)
11. 11:30 am – General discussion and decision making.(50 min.)
12. Wrap-up summary: Cynthia Copeland, Digit Taylor, and Selectmen (10 min.)
13. 12:30 pm – end of meeting
George Bailey, Selectman and Conservation Commission
Chuck O'Ceallaigh, Selectman and Planning Board
Carol Reilly, Town Administrator
Jim Schulz, Natural Heritage Committee
Marika Wilde, Chair, Natural Heritage Committee
Clayton Carl, Natural Heritage Committee
John Wallace, Chair, Conservation Commission
Ann Schulz, Conservation Commission
Bob Eckert, Chair, Tamposi Land Committee
Randy Warren, a person who has put land into conservancy
Greg Jordan, new Town Land Steward
Cynthia Copeland, Ex. Dir., Strafford Regional Planning Commission
Interested citizen, name unknown
Mike Speltz, SPNHF Land Protection Specialist
Dijit Taylor, CLCA
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New Hampshire Conservation Coalition Meeting
Thursday, June 10, 2004, 9:00 a.m. to noon, at Audubon Society of NH, Concord
Agenda
9:00-9:30

Arrive, refreshments and greetings

9:30

Welcome and introductions. (10 minutes)

9:40

Legislative. Update on the funding status of LCHIP, the NH Water
Supply Land Conservation Grant Program, and other state& federal
legislation. Charlie Niebling (SPNHF). (10 minutes)

9:50

Wetlands mitigation. Land trusts and municipalities are being presented
with conservation easements that are required as mitigation through the
NH Department of Environmental Services wetlands permitting process.
Lori Sommer of NHDES will give an overview of the issues and DES’s
initiative to explore alternatives, followed by facilitated group discussion of
strategies that land trusts are using to consider proposed mitigation
packages. (25 minutes)

10:15

Land trust/municipal common ground. Question: Are we as a
conservation community meeting the needs of towns that have passed
funding for land conservation? What are the needs, what are land trusts
now doing with towns, and what would they like to be doing? Panel
discussion: Dave Houghton (Audubon Society of NH), facilitator, with
Brian Hart (Rockingham Land Trust), Joyce El Kouarti (Dover Open
Lands Committee), and Carol Hall (Trust for Public Land). (45 minutes)

11:00

Municipal Funding/Holding Real Estate Interests. Question: If a town
contributes funding to purchase land or a conservation easement to be
held by a land trust, must the town hold a real estate interest in the
property? Municipal lawyers are not of one mind on the answer, and the
lack of clarity is posing problems for some land trusts that are working
collaboratively with towns on conservation acquisitions. Ben Frost,
attorney and planning consultant, will review legal issues involved,
followed by facilitated group discussion of how to handle this issue. (25
minutes)

11:25

Other business (35 minutes)
• Ken Stern, SPNHF, presents SPNHF’s new protected lands database
• Questions, issues, or suggestions for discussion here and/or at the
next coalition meeting.

12:00

Adjourn
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2005 NH Conservation Coalition Meeting
Thursday June 2 from, 9 a.m. to 12 noon,
at the Conservation Center, 54 Portsmouth Street in Concord
Agenda
9:00 a.m. Welcome and Introductions
9:30 Ethical, Legal, and IRS Issues in Accepting Gifts of Land or
Easements
Tom Howe, Director of Land Protection, SPNHF & Tom Masland, Attorney, Ransmeier &
Spellman

What land trusts are responsible for when accepting donations of land or
easements
What to look for when authorizing the IRS form 8283
When to ask for additional substantiation of the value of a gift
What is a Land trust’s ethical responsibility to ensure appropriate tax
deductions
10:25 Break and Refreshments
10:40 Sarah Thorne Award Presentation to Phil Auger
10:45 Managing Projects with Multiple Public Funds
Julie Iffland, Senior Project Manager, TPL & Duane Hyde, Great Bay Project Director,
TNC

Case studies in how to manage the needs of multiple funding sources
Tips on creating an easement document that satisfies the requirements of all
funding sources and address concerns of land trust and landowner
Brief review of available funding sources
11:30 Updates
•
NH In-lieu-Fee NH Wetland Mitigation Program, Lori Sommer,
DES Wetlands Bureau
•
Federal Senate Finance Committee Hearings and LCHIP, Chris
Wells SPNHF
12 noon Adjourn
R.S.V.P. Please pre-register by contacting Pat Fleury at 224-9945 x 328 or
pfleury@forestsociety.org.
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Descriptions of workshops related to conservation easement creation and
stewardship offered at statewide land conservation conferences in 2004 and
2005
How to Get a Good Conservation Easement (2004 & 2005)
Sylvia Bates, SK Bates Conservation Consulting
This workshop will delve more deeply into what it takes to ensure that your conservation
easements protect land in perpetuity. Topics will include project planning, public benefit,
easement drafting, title investigation and subordination, and securing adequate
stewardship funding. The IRS requirements for tax-deductible easement contributions
will be reviewed

Conservation Easement Stewardship Costs and Funding (2004)
Brenda Lind, Seacoast Technical Specialist, Center for Land Conservation Assistance
Conservation Easement Stewardship Costs and Funding: How do easement holders
prepare financially for the long term costs of stewarding easements? This workshop will
present information from easement holders in NH and New England about anticipating
easement stewardship costs and creating, building and managing stewardship funds.

ATVs – Drafting Good Easement and Managing Conservation Lands (2004)
Mark Zankel, Duane Hyde, The Nature Conservancy
ATV use is one of the most rapidly growing recreational activities in New Hampshire.
Land trusts, conservation commissions, State agencies, and user groups are struggling
to find effective ways to manage this activity, from outright bans to careful
accommodation. This workshop will: 1) review current state law, enforcement policies,
and stewardship approaches, and 2) discuss conservation easement drafting techniques
designed to guide, control, or curtail ATV use.

Roundtable: Emerging Issues in Stewardship (2004 & 2005)
Pete Helm, Steve Walker, Conservation Land Stewardship Prog.
Come and explore the relationship between stewardship and the land protection
agreements. As easements mature, the carefully crafted documentation is being tested
through interpretation and enforcement issues. What can we learn from stewardship
efforts that can help strengthen the crafting of land protection agreements?

Selling Conservation Properties: Legal, Ethical and Financial Issues (2004)
Paul Doscher, Senior Director for Land Conservation, Society for the Protection of New
Hampshire Forests and Mark Zankel, Director of Conservation Programs, The Nature
Conservancy – New Hampshire Chapter
Eventually, many land trusts decide to sell conservation land. This workshop will explore
the why, when and how of selling conservation land. We will discuss the policies and
procedures needed to realize the strategic and financial benefits while avoiding the
pitfalls. We will examine financial costs, legal process, fiduciary responsibilities of
boards, conflict of interest, avoiding private enurement, meeting financial accounting
standards and addressing public perception issues. Participants are encouraged to bring
their questions and engage in the discussion

Conservation Easement Monitoring 101 (2005)
Jim Nupp, RCCD, Krista Helmboldt, The Nature Conservancy
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Monitoring is as important as the establishment of the conservation easement. It ensures
that the easement holder is meeting legal obligations, and assures the long term
protection of the property’s conservation values. There are three main components of
good easement stewardship: rapport and communication with the land-owner; regular onsite monitoring; and solid, defensible documentation. This workshop will examine these
components, review LTA monitoring standards, and offer time for questions and
discussion.

Conservation Easements for Wetland Impact Mitigation (2005)
Mark West, West Environmental
In 2004 the NHDES Wetlands Bureau adopted new rules regarding mitigation for wetland
impacts. These rules include options for wetland upland buffer preservation as a form of
mitigation. This presentation will present these new regulations and discuss how they
are being implemented. We will explore the benefits and problems associated with these
new rules and review how these projects fit into the broader picture of Land Conservation
in New Hampshire.

Conservation Connections – Computer Management of Stewardship (2005)
Ken Stern, Forest Society
Conservation Connections™ is an integrated relational database application that allows
people with various computer skills to access and retrieve information on protected
properties in an easy and rapid manner. It is customized software originally designed by
collaboration between the Society for the Protection of New Hampshire Forests and
Ewarenow.com, LLC. The application is a complete package that runs on Microsoft
Access and does not require any specialized computer or software.

Conservation Easements for Working Farms (2005)
Jerry Cosgrove, American Farmland Trust
The broad-based concept of "working landscapes" masks some fundamental and
differing perspectives that inevitably surface in drafting agricultural conservation
easements. This session will discuss the basic premises involved with conservation
easements for agriculture and key drafting issues that reflect those premises and
objectives, includ8ing easement purpose, construction of agricultural buildings and
structures, construction of residential and farm worker dwellings, agricultural practices,
subdivsion and rural enterprises
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2005 summer workshop on Conservation Easement Stewardship and Finding
Boundaries
Friday, August 12, 2005

Aug 12

1 p.m. - 4 p.m.

Conservation Easement Stewardship & Finding
Boundaries
Calendar: Upcoming Workshops for Natural Resource Professionals
Posted by: UNH Cooperative Extension
Details:

Muriel Church Conservation property, Chester &
Raymond, NH
Join us for another exciting Friday afternoon
conservation series this spring and summer.
The workshops focus on a variety of land conservation
issues that volunteers involved in
conservation work will find useful. This workshop
will provide community volunteers
and others involved with conservation work basic
information on practicing conservation
easement stewardship as recommended by the Land Trust
Alliance standards.
Participants will also learn or improve skills at mapreading, finding their way across the
landscape, locating boundaries and other landmarks,
and conducting and documenting a
monitoring visit.
SPONSORS: UNH Cooperative Extension, The Center for
Land Conservation
Assistance, The Nature Conservancy, The Rockingham
Land Trust and the Rockingham
County Conservation District
FEE: Free, but pre-registration is required.
For more information or to register contact Sharon
Hughes at 862-1029 or email at:
sharon.hughes@unh.edu. These will primarily be field
sessions and will be held rain or
shine.
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Land Conservation Techniques for Municipalities
Sponsored by Center for Land Conservation Assistance and
Community Conservation Assistance Program
WORKSHOP OFFERED TWICE:
Exeter
Thursday, August 5, 2004, 7:00-9:00 p.m.
Nowak Room, Exeter Town Office
10 Front St., Exeter
(This workshop will emphasize steps involved in land conservation transactions.)
Farmington
Wednesday, August 11, 2004, 7:00-9:00 p.m.
Selectmen’s Chambers, Farmington Municipal Office Bldg.
356 Main St., Farmington
(This workshop will emphasize early steps in organizing and implementing
municipal land conservation.)
Please pre-register by contacting Pat Fleury at 224-9945 or pfleury@spnhf.org
by August 2 for the Exeter workshop and August 9 for the Farmington workshop.

WHO SHOULD COME:
If your municipality has passed or will seek a bond or other funds to
acquire conservation land or interests in land, this workshop is for you.
This workshop is geared for municipal volunteers, especially Open Space
Committee members and Conservation Commissioners, who are working with
landowners to permanently conserve land (whether through donation or
purchase). It will also be useful to municipal volunteers who are collaborating
with regional land trusts on land protection projects.
ON THE AGENDA:
(Both workshops will cover the following topics, but with the emphases described
above.)
•
•
•
•

Preparing a strategy for municipal land conservation (identifying and
prioritizing lands that should be conserved, setting up a system to do the
work)
Land conservation options, especially fee simple acquisition and
conservation easements
Techniques for contacting landowners
Steps involved in a land conservation transaction
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E.

Case Studies

Part III. LAND PLANNING FOR CONSERVATION - Preserving Special Properties 11:10 to 12:00
Presented by Lucia Kittredge, Kapala Kittredge and Associates and Tom Howard
Using real life case studies, we will illustrate creative solutions for developing land plans
that preserve valuable natural resources and open space, while also allowing for low
impact development. The successful planning process considers landowner goals,
community priorities, estate planning, tax considerations, the real estate market, and
available financial resources in developing a feasible plan.
Case studies will look at solutions that involve conservation easements, conservation
buyers, and low impact development, covering such topics as:
I.
Landowner and Community Priorities
Identifying Landowner Goals
o Financial goals and considerations
o Preservation goals
o Long-term use of the land
o Tax issues: property tax, income tax deductions, estate tax issues
Identifying Community Goals
o Zoning and Subdivision Regulations
o Municipal Master Plan: Stated goals and objectives
o Conservation Commission or Local Land Trust priorities for land
preservation
II.
Important Natural and Cultural Resources
o Water features and shorelines
o Drainage features: rivers, streams, wetlands
o Steep slopes; ledge
o Soil characteristics
o Open fields, prime agricultural land
o Significant wildlife habitat and corridors
o Scenic views
o Stone walls, old roads
o Historic land uses
o Identifying the public benefit of potential conservation land
III.
o

IV.

Creative Land Planning Solutions to Tax and Conservation Problems
Maximum development plans vs. conservation development: financial
consequences
o Conservation easements as a tool for reducing the tax burden
o Outright donation or sale of conservation land
o Bargain sales
Marketing the Conservation Design
o Benefits to landowners
o Benefits to future buyers of a conservation plan or land
o Benefits to the community
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•
•

Ways to collaborate with regional land trusts & other potential sources of
assistance
Exchange of ideas about the issues that municipalities face in doing land
conservation transactions (negotiating purchase price, handling appraisal
information, easement holding issues, etc.)

Participants will receive a complimentary copy of CLCA’s newest publication
Conserving Your Land: Options for New Hampshire Landowners.

PRESENTERS:
Brenda Lind, Center for Land Conservation Assistance (CLCA),
brendal@forestsociety.org, 224-4240
Amanda Stone, UNH Cooperative Extension Community Conservation
Assistance Program (CCAP), amanda.stone@unh.edu, 364-5324

CO-SPONSORS:
Bear-Paw Regional Greenways
Moose Mountains Regional Greenways
Rockingham Land Trust
Seacoast Land Trust
Strafford Rivers Conservancy
We hope you will join us! Please invite others in your community who may be
interested as well. There is no fee for this workshop, which is presented with
financial support from the New Hampshire Estuaries Project.

DIRECTIONS:
Exeter -- The Town Office building (not the Town Hall) is at 10 Front St. in
downtown Exeter next to the bandstand near the intersection of Front St. and
Water St.
Farmington -- The Municipal Office Building at 356 Main St. is at the
intersection of Rt. 75 (Elm St.) and Main St. It is a red brick building also known
as the Old Main Street School.
The Center for Land Conservation Assistance (CLCA) provides support for organizations
and individuals seeking to conserve land in NH, with a special focus on land trusts. CLCA is a
program of the Society for the Protection of New Hampshire Forests
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Land Conservation Techniques for Municipalities Workshop
List of participants
Exeter, August 5, 2004
Exeter Workshop Attendees
Name
Patricia Ahearn
Alan Bailey
Linda Ball
Gordon Barker
Gerry Batcheldor
Cynthia Belowski
Peter Bond
Nancy & David Borden
Sara Callaghan
Laurel Cox
Marry Currier
Marilyn Davis
Brenda Eaves
Pat Elwell
Gwen English
Beverly Ferranti
Larry Gill
Chris Giordano
Wes Golomb
Jenna Gray
Karen Healey
Debby Hinman
Bill Humm
Sheila Johanneson
Brad Jones
Dan Kern
Fred Killmorgen
Elizabeth Kruse
Deborah Levesque
Jamie Marsh
Tom Moody
Jen Polcari
Jim Raynes
Susan Ryzkalla
Lorna Robinson
Elizabeth Sanders
Larry Smith
Judith Spang
Mervyn Taub
Theresa Walker
Dick Weyrick
Michael Diane Wingerter

Town or Affiliation
Danville
Exeter
New Castle
Stratham cons com
Stratham
Durham
Candia cons com
New Castle
Deerfield cons com
Lee land protection specialist
Rockingham County Conservation District
Plaistow
Conservation commission
Stratham cons com
Exeter
Derry
Plaistow
Conservation commission
Concord, Public Utilities Commission
Allenstown cons com
Ackworth
Lee & SRC
Danville
Stratham cons com
Greenland selectman & cons com
Exeter
Candia cons com
Candia
Stratham
Lee
Langdon
Rye cons com
Rye cons com
New Castle
Danville forestry commission and RLT BOT
East Kingston cons com
Durham
Bedford cons com
Durham
Lee cons com
Nashua
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Land Conservation Techniques for Municipalities Workshop
List of participants
Farmington, August 11, 2004
Farmington Workshop Attendees
Name
Town or Affiliation
Brad Anderson
Farmington
George Bailey
Rochester cons com
Charlotte Chick
Jeff & Kristine Bolstridge
Cecile Cormier
Rochester staff planner
Laurel Cox
Lee land protection specialist
Bob Craycraft
New Durham
Joe Curtin
Middleton
Sue Durcharme
Farmington
Peter Ejarque
Rochester cons com
Eric Fiegenbaum
Madbury cons com
Donna Gorney
Farmington cons com
Karen Healey
Marsha Huntoon
Wakefield cons com
Marjorie Kimball
Wakefield cons com and open space committee
Richard Maloon
Nancy Mitchell
Gilmanton cons com and land trust
Cyndi Paulin
Farmington
Rose Marie Rogers
Rochester cons com
Cheryl Schlender
Wakefield
B. Jill Senter
Plaistow cons com
Richard & Susan Snow
Liz Thomas
Peterborough selectman & open space committee
Mark Toussaint
Rochester cons com
Jeffrey Winders
Rochester cons com
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New Hampshire Bar Association Continuing Legal Education Program January 9,
2004
Seacoast area participants
Name
Affiliation
Mark Beliveau
Pierce Atwood
Barbara DeHart
Barbara DeHart Law Offices PA
Joanne Dowaliby
City of Dover
Mark Gearreald
Town of Hampton
Gerald Giles
Giles Law Office
Stephanie Guy
Donahue, Tucker & Ciandella
Gary Holmes
Holmes & Ellis, PLLC
Daniel Jones
Jones Law Office
Stanley Hawthorne
Hawthorne Law
Frances Lane
Lane Law Offices, PA
Hugh Lee
Heidelberg Web Systems
Clayton Mitchell
Town Of Newmarket
R. Timothy Phoenix
Hoefle, Phoenis & Gormley, LLP
David Sanderson
Law Office of David Sanderson
Albert Douther
South Law Office
Donald Whittum
Wensley, Wirth & Azarian
Christopher Wyskiel
Wyskiel, Boc & Tillinghast, PA
John Simmons
John Anthony Simmons, PLLC
Charlton Swasey
Swasey Law Offices

Town
Portsmouth
Rochester
Dover
Hampton
Portsmouth
Exeter
Hampton
Exeter
Wakefield
Exeter
Dover
Newmarket
Portsmouth
Portsmouth
Portsmouth
Rochester
Dover
Hampton
Kingston
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New Hampshire Bar Association Continuing Legal Education Program,
March 2005
Seacoast area participants
Name
Mark Beliveau
Gerald Giles
Robert Eaton
Mark Gearreald
Charlton Swasey
Clayton Mitchell
Samuel Reid

Affiliation
Pierce Atwood LLP
Giles Law Office
Attorney At Law
Town of Hampton
Charlton J. Swasey, PC
Town of Newmarket
Hoefle, Phoenix & Gormley, PA

Town
Portsmouth
Portsmouth
Rye
Hampton
Kingston
Newmarket
Portsmouth
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Real Estate Workshop Course Outline
Seacoast Land Trust & The Center for Land Conservation Assistance
present
TOOLS FOR REAL ESTATE PROFESSIONALS:- LAND CONSERVATION TRANSACTIONS AND CONSERVATION PLANNING

Presenter:

Tom Howard, Realtor
Coldwell Banker RB - Preferred Properties
Center Harbor, NH

Continental Breakfast
Introductions
Part I – The Basics of Conservation Transactions - 8:30 to 9:45
I.
What every Realtor needs to know about Conservation Transactions
A.
Definition
B.
Components of a typical easement
C.
Responsibilities of the Grantee
II.
Permanency of an easement
III.
Other Conservation Transactions
II.
Conservation easements - landowners, the neighborhood and the community
A.
Preservation of natural resource values
B.
Retained ownership and use
C.
Tax benefits
D.
Estate planning
E.
Personal satisfaction
F.
Neighborhood values
G.
Community values
III.
The process of placing a conservation easement on land
A.
Steps involved to complete a project
B.
Potential costs involved
C.
Options in timing and methods of granting an easement
IV.
Working with land protection organizations and governmental agencies
Part II – Conservation Properties in Real Estate Transactions –
9:55 to 11:00
A..
How to discover, read and understand conservation easement deeds
B.
Valuation of land encumbered by a conservation easement
C.
Effects of a conservation easement upon a real estate transaction
1) Involvement of the easement Grantee
2) How brokers can help sellers and buyers
D.

Marketing real estate encumbered by a conservation easement
1) Educating landowners about land protection options
2) Creative transactions to assist sellers, buyers, and land conservation
3) The Conservation Buyer
4) Assisting owners with notifications required by the easement
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Real Estate Workshop Attendance List
First Name

Last Name

charlotte

Alling

Company/Agency

Address

City

State

Karen
Bonnie

Arsenault
Bohley

York Land Trust
Coldwell Banker

32 Whittier Meadows Dr

Amesbury

MA

449 Route 1
20 Georges Terrace

York
Portsmouth

ME
NH

Lenore
Ron

Bronson
Burton

Coldwell Banker

Pam

Cameron

Carlson GMAC

PO Box 70
38 Portsmouth Ave

Michelle

Canty

Tate & Foss

Linda

Cary

828 Woodbury Ave

Portsmouth
NH
Moultonborough NH
Stratham

NH

566 Washington Rd

Rye

NH

31 Raynes Ave
State Street

Portsmouth
Portsmouth

NH
NH

Rye

NH

Dean

Chase

Coldwell Banker
Marple & James

Carol

Clark

Tate & Foss

566 Washington Rd

Catherine

Epperson

Tate & Foss

566 Washington Rd

Rye

NH

Norman

Flagg

PO Box 473

Portsmouth

NH

Lois
Diane

Flynn
Foley

Gove Group RE
Coldwell Banker

23 Cove Rd
59 Piscassic St

East Kingston
Newmarket

NH
NH

Nancy

Fox

Carlson GMAC

38 Portsmouth Ave

Stratham

NH

Suzie

Hamblett

Tate & Foss

566 Washington Rd

Rye

NH

Susan
Linda

Harvey
Hawk

48 Poor Farm Rd

Nottingham

NH

Coldwell Banker

31 Raynes Ave

Portsmouth

NH

Scott
Jane

Hogan
James

Law Office of Scott Hogan
Marple & James

27 Riverside Farm
State Street

Lee
Portsmouth

NH
NH

Patricia

Kosowicz

Bragdon Real Estate

292 York Street

York

ME

Peri

Legassa

Carlson GMAC

26 Maple Rd

N. Hampton

NH

Margaret

MacDonald

Coldwell Banker

7 The Meadows

Stratham

NH

Robert

Marchewka

Kane Company

210 Commerce Way

Portsmouth

NH

Jeff

Marple

Marple & James

State Street

Portsmouth

NH

Glenn

Martin

Remax Coast to Coast

11 Evergreen Dr

North Hampton

NH

Cori

McGrath

Marple & James

State Street

Portsmouth

NH

Robin

McLean

Bragdon Real Estate

292 York Street

York

ME

Carroll

Mills

Carlson GMAC

38 Portsmouth Ave

Stratham

NH

David

Newman

Bragdon Real Estate

292 York Street

York

ME

Nancy

Pafford

Carlson GMAC

38 Portsmouth Ave

Stratham

NH

Diana

Parker

Diana Parker RE Inc

37 Rt. 236, Suite 110

Kittery

ME

Glenn

Paul

Carlson GMAC

38 Portsmouth Ave

Stratham

NH

35 Hodgdon Farm Lane

Newington

NH

Mark

Phillips

Rose

Phillips

Susan

Rizkalla

Rye Open Space

35 Hodgdon Farm Lane
29 Random Rd

Newington
Rye

NH
NH

Denise

Sassaman

Don L. Thompson RE

10 Pette Brook Lane

Durham

NH

Jean

Scott

Bragdon Real Estate

292 York Street

York

ME

Virginia

Scudiere

Bragdon Real Estate

292 York Street

York

ME
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Val

Shelton

Appledore

124 Cushing Rd

Newmarket

NH

Addie

Tarbell

Coldwell Banker

45 Random Rd

Rye

NH

Robert

Tarbox

Bragdon Real Estate

292 York Street

York

ME

Frank

Tate

Tate & Foss

64 Hill St

Dover

NH

Wes
Elizabeth

Tator
Thayer

Coldwell Banker

12 Landing Way
PO Box 229

Dover
New Castle

NH
NH

Jamie
Linda

Tumbarello
Watters

Gove Group RE
Coldwell Banker

70 Portsmouth Ave
31 Raynes Ave

Stratham
Portsmouth

NH
NH

Judy

Wright

Coldwell Banker

19 Hampshire Rd

Portsmouth

NH
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Table 4
Total Conservation and Development in Seacoast Area Municipalities
Town
Acres
Acres Developed
Conserve/Develop
% of town
conserved,
1998 - 2004
ratio C= more
land
1998 - 2004
conserved D = more
conserved
developed
Barrington
1579
68
C
Brentwood
980
54
C
Brookfield
32
9
C
Candia
O.3
32
D
Chester
0
79
D
Deerfield
266
59
C
Danville*
66
41
C
Dover
67
130
D
Durham
867
30
C
East Kingston
52
13
C
Epping
716
52
C
Exeter
1114
61
C
Farmington
163
34
C
Fremont
21
42
D
Greenland
208
23
C
Hampton
0
63
D
Hampton Falls
96
15
C
Kensington
824
20
C
Kingston
175
23
C
Lee
309
27
C
Madbury
0
16
D
Middleton
91
13
C
Milton
0
36
D
New Castle
0.6
10
D
New Durham
449
27
C
Newfields
265
12
C
Newington
65
3
C
Newmarket
429
72
C
Nottingham
0
46
D
North Hampton
255
34
C
Northwood
116
22
C
Portsmouth
228
28
C
Raymond
155
71
C
Rochester
3
88
D
Rollinsford
0
5
D
Rye
265
25
C
Sandown
220
41
C
Seabrook
154
59
C
Somersworth
0
28
D
Strafford
1306
39
C
Stratham
253
56
C
Wakefield
4
40
D

Total

9202.9

1640

C = 29, D = 13
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9
12
13
9
8
16
7
9
26
3
6
25
5
2
11
6
7
17
10
11
17
4
12
21
7
11
23
12
19
8
12
11
6
2
9
18
6
8
4
15
10
1

Avg = 11

